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Harvest House Publishers, U.S. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Praying the Bible into Your Life, Stormie Omartian, From bestselling and beloved author Stormie Omartian comes a unique collection of prayer insight accompanied by carefully chosen Scripture. Praying the Bible into Your Life gives readers the help they need to draw from God's power, truth, wisdom, and comfort for everyday guidance and decision making. These short but significant prayer starters and verses from each book of the Bible—Genesis to Revelation—encourage readers to seek inspiration from God's Word to enhance and expand their conversations with the Lord. This attractive, compact tool is a wonderful resource for those who want to keep their prayer lives fresh and growing.
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Reviews

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i will gonna read through yet again once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.

-- Brennan Koelpin

Comprehensive guide! Its this type of very good read through. It is actually writer in simple words and phrases rather than difficult to understand. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.

-- Bernie Mante PhD